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Someone snatched his cousin's wife and son. FBI agent Luke Falcon is searching for a kidnapper

and sorting out the crime. He's afraid it's the work of a stalker. He's afraid they're already dead. And

he'll do anything required to get them back alive . . . but he didn't plan on falling in love with the only

witness.This stand-alone title is a repackage of what was previously known as True Courage, the

fourth book in the Uncommon Heroes series.
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I love Dee Henderson books, but ordering it I did not realize that it was originally titled "True

Courage" and I already had it. I don't like it when they do this to unsuspecting customers.

I loved this book - the first time around. But, would not have ordered it again if I had known that this

was a reprint of a book that I had already read. I feel that this was wrong to not show anywhere that

it was a reprint of another title until I received the book. I love Dee Henderson and was happy to see

that she had written another book, little did I know that she had not written another book, the title

was changed and it was reprinted. I do love Dee Henderson and hope she writes again!Thanks



This book was retitled. I thought I was buying a new book, new story.Hugely dissappointing.

I really enjoyed this book - the first time. I love Dee Henderson. BUT as I was reading it, I

remembered reading it before. I looked on the flap and noticed a copyright date of 2004 and after

research noticed it was "re-packaged" given a new name and new cover. I was not too happy about

this. Neither was the person who bought it for me as a gift thinking Dee Henderson actually wrote a

"new book".So, if you are follower of Dee Henderson and have read ALL her books, you will find you

have read this book before. If not, you'll really enjoy it!

I was scammed on this book. It was previously published as part of a trilogy. I have a lot of Dee

Henderson's stuff and was surprised when I found this book because I hadn't heard that she was

publishing another project. I immediately purchased it and upon arrival knew that I had already

purchased the book under a different name and as a part of a trilogy. I believe she switched

publishers and the new publisher is renaming her book and publishing it again.

As usually Dee Hendersons books draw you in from the first page. I don't enjoy the hardship of

mysteries and in this case kidnapping, Dee never gets descriptive of the brutality involved. You

have the security of knowing the good guys win.While Christ and prayer is mentioned, it is not a big

factor which disappointed me. For others it might be just enough. I felt the complexity of the case

and emotions involved needed more than a mumbled prayer when the gong got rough. Total

dependence on God, allowing Him to shine could have easily been written. That really is my only

criticism. Dee is a very good writer who holds my attention, helps you use more of your senses than

sight, and weaves a compelling suspenseful mystery never easily solved.

Dee Henderson is an excellent mystery writer and I have read most of her books. This story is full of

twists and turns and leaves you wondering the fate of the victim as there are few insights into how

they are faring, which adds to the mystery. I enjoyed the story very much as well as the characters.

A riveting tale with the plot twists and attention to detail for which Dee Henderson is so well known.

The the tale is realistic, and the emotions are genuine. The challenge is to trust God in the face of

seemingly impossible odds.I identify with Caroline and hope I would respond in the same way as

she did. Through books like this I gain the insight into how to handle seemingly impossible



situations. I am so glad that I serve a God who specializes in making the impossible possible.
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